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This six-year-old female patient (Figure A) presented with episodes of oral bleeding, fever and ulcerations affecting the submandibular region. Cropped pantomographs of the same patient were taken six weeks earlier (Figure B) with a follow-up pantomograph six weeks later (Figure C). What are the most important radiological differences between the cropped pantomographs?
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**INTERPRETATION**

The important differences between the cropped pantomographs are the displacement of the 2nd developing permanent molar (blue arrows) and loss of bone surrounding the mandibular primary 2nd molar (red arrow). A diagnosis of acute leukemia was made. Acute leukemia occurs mostly during the first decade of life, usually with gradual onset followed by a rapid course of a few weeks to a few months. In general, it is difficult to distinguish between the various types of acute leukemia’s as the cells are in an immature state. Oral manifestations are often found in the form of gingival abnormalities, petechiae and ecchymosis, ulcers and bleeding of decreasing frequency. Very frequent is lymphadenopathy of the submandibular region. Radiological changes are said to occur in 60% of children and 10% of adults. In adults changes are preferentially seen in the axial skeleton; in children the appendicular skeleton is most commonly involved. Overall 50% of patients show radiological changes and 63% exhibit abnormalities on panoramic radiographs. The cardinal radiological signs of acute leukemia affecting the jaws are: premature loss of teeth, generalized absence of the lamina dura (yellow arrow) (Figure D), resorption of bone around the roots of both mandibular and maxillary first molar teeth, (green arrows) (Figure E), periapical radiolucency simulating typical inflammatory periapical changes, single, non cyst-like radiolucency of the alveolar bone and generalized rarefaction of the jawbones, which may take the form of a reduction in the number of radiographically demonstrable trabeculae in the mandible or maxilla (Figure E). Ancillary radiological signs of acute leukemia are: absence of the follicular walls of unerupted teeth, multiple well-defined radiolucencies, teeth including those in crypts displaced. Differential diagnosis include: hyperparathyroidism, neuroblastoma metastatic to bone and renal osteodystrophy.
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